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The mobile workstation
Fortunately, we are all used to a certain level of quality when it comes to our working environment and office ergonomics. 
However, such standards are not always maintained when we work from home or “hot desk”, despite the fact that we 
are all doing so more often these days. Many people are unaware that there are in fact just as many regulations and 
guidelines about mobile workstations as there are about “fixed” office ergonomics – if you work away from the office at 
least one day a week, that is. Therefore, it is very important not to just rely on your laptop when working away from the 
office.

Both mobile and ergonomic
If you are one of the many who often change where you work, 
but think the idea of taking your ergonomics home with you 
sounds unworkable, read on. Carrying an ergonomic work-
station around with you doesn’t need to be cumbersome or 
difficult.

An optimised workstation
The RollerMouse Travel Kit is just the thing if you want to pri-
oritise having the correct equipment, no matter where you 
are working that day. It can help you to achieve variation and 
improved efficiency by preventing pain and strain caused by 
a traditional mouse.

Simple and efficient 
With a RollerMouse Travel Kit, it’s easy to ensure an ergono-
mically correct working position wherever you are. You can 
pack it up and carry it under your arm. It’s easy to unpack and 
reconnect it at your next stop.
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What a Travel Kit contains:

A    Contour Universal Sleeve enables you to easily pack up your equipment and take it with you.

B      Contour Laptop Stand ensures that your laptop’s screen is always at the correct height, preventing neck strain.

C  RollerMouse Red plus Wireless is your ergonomic mouse that ensures variation and an efficient workflow.

D     Balance Keyboard is your compact, ergonomic keyboard, allowing the option of a negative tilt.

Technical specifications
Width 27 cm
Depth 63 cm
Height 11 cm
Weight 2 kg
SKU RM-RED PLUS-WL-TK
EAN 7 43870 00431 9


